Come meet our organizations

WHAT IS LIFE & LEGACY™?
LIFE & LEGACY is a partnership of the Harold Grinspoon
Foundation (HGF) and Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation.
LIFE & LEGACY promotes after-lifetime giving to benefit local
Jewish day schools, synagogues, social service organizations and other
Jewish entities. Through training, support and monetary
incentives LIFE & LEGACY motivates Jewish organizations to
integrate legacy giving into their philanthropic culture
in order to assure Jewish tomorrows.

Legacy giving begins with a conversation.
Whether it’s the SJCC, Federation, a synagogue or Camp B’nai Brith,
Jewish communal organizations and congregations have provided
life-enriching experiences to members of our community,
and in one way or another, your life is rooted in experiences
connecting you to Jewish Ottawa.
Those of us who have been touched want to know that our cherished
institutions will be there in the future to benefit the lives of others.

What will our community look like?
Let’s talk. Tell us about your favorite Jewish traditions.
What Jewish programs & activities are meaningful to you?
What would you like to see in our community’s Jewish future?

Enclosed in this booklet are the Ottawa LIFE & LEGACY partner
organizations’ Legacy Statements about why giving is so important.

Growing the Next
Generation of
Jewish Leaders

CAMP B’NAI BRITH OF OTTAWA
At CBB of Ottawa our goal is to offer a summer “home away from home” where
children can learn about and take pride in their Jewish culture, community and
heritage including the unbreakable bond with the State of Israel. It is a place where
connection to the Jewish community can become part of a child’s life forever.
Something magical and wondrous happens when kids are at camp. They sing Jewish
songs and consider Jewish values and philosophy – building their Jewish identity
all while having the time of their lives and building friendships that last a lifetime. For many campers, Camp
B’nai Brith of Ottawa offers the single most intensive opportunity to experience Jewish life. Being with
Jewish friends teaches kids that it’s “normal” to be Jewish and to live a Jewish lifestyle. For some campers,
the Jewish community at camp evolves into a lifelong group of friends.
Imagine the conversation around the campfire that first summer of 1935, or in 1948, or 1967. Camp is where
kids and staff explore their thoughts, worries, dreams and abilities surrounded by a loving and nurturing
community that provides a cushion to the outside world. Campers experience the beauty of nature, gain
self-confidence from learning new skills, and take on opportunities of leadership. It is a place where children
can grow both individually and as a group. It is a place where important socializing skills are developed and
where lifelong friendships are formed.
Camp inspires a lasting connection to the Jewish people, Israel and our
local community, providing the foundation for a meaningful Jewish life.
Camp encourages kids to take on tasks that enable them to become more
responsible and self-confident leaders at home and in their communities.
Members of the CBBO Legacy Council; are individuals just like you
who believe that ensuring the future of Judaism will happen by igniting
a spark in children to love Judaism and the Jewish people so they will
lead Jewish lives and be leaders in their community.
Through your Legacy gift, you will be remembered forever at camp and
your own Legacy will be inspiring children to stretch, grow, lead, and live Jewish lives for many generations
to come. Please join us in ensuring we can continue to provide the opportunity and gift that is the Camp
B’nai Brith of Ottawa experience!
Please Join Us!
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CONGREGATION MACHZIKEI HADAS
Machzikei Hadas is the premier Jewish institution in Ottawa.
For the hundreds of members who call Machzikei “Our Shul”, it is much more
than that. It is where every day is a Jewish holiday, a time to learn, and a place
to celebrate or find comfort and support when the need arises. Our Shul
exudes a warm and comfortable environment that embraces and welcomes
everyone. Our shul is dynamic and responsive to the needs of its members. That sense of togetherness
extends well beyond the four walls of the institution itself.
Our knowledgeable and accessible Rabbinic staff are always available to deal with life issues, large or
small, and our capable office staff are ready to provide information and assistance. Our shul is known as
the “go to” place for visitors from out of town who want a Minyan any day of the week or a place to stay
on a Shabbat or Yom Tov. Locals from across the city also know that we have a reliable Minyan for every
service every day and that it is open to anyone. For the general community in Ottawa too, our shul is the
place that students, media personnel and political leaders turn to when they want to know about Judaism.
Beyond the basic services one associates with an Orthodox Shul, we
provide excellent programming: cultural events with Israeli experts;
guest lecturers on many topics; regular learning sessions for all levels
and interests; outstanding children’s programmes and family oriented
social and cultural opportunities. Machzikei is also a venue chosen by
many for city-wide functions. Ours is not just an institution, it is a
community of people that nurtures life-long friendships and embraces
and encourages the growth of its members. It is clear why so many of
the Machzikei family choose to mark their birthdays, anniversaries,
graduations or just their joy in life with an open event at the Shul.
The Ottawa Jewish Community is greatly enriched by the presence of Machzikei Hadas and all it has to
offer. We are a magnet for new young families wishing to relocate from other cities and for Ottawan’s
choosing to return to our city. We have a rich and proud history and we look forward to a dynamic,
productive and meaningful Jewish future.
Please Join Us!
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THE BESS AND MOE GREENBERG
FAMILY HILLEL LODGE

      


Caring for those whom you love inspires us. We are committed to being at the
forefront of person-centered long-term care that provides compassion every
day.
The Bess and Moe Greenberg Family Hillel Lodge is a Home where people who can no longer live
independently enjoy a welcoming Jewish environment that respects and supports people of all faiths.
Our dedication to care and kindness provides residents with the ability to lead full and engaged lives
by maintaining and strengthening their independence, preserving their right of choice, and promoting
their safety, health and security.
Hillel Lodge is an important member of the Ottawa Jewish community and part of an integrated
multi-generational community campus. We offer quality healthcare and a rich and vibrant life for our
residents, including a place of worship, kosher food, holiday celebrations, motivating activities and
shared values and experiences.
The Lodge is a home for family, friends and members of the
community to congregate, celebrate and forge meaningful
relationships.
Hillel Lodge legacy donors are people who are committed to
providing dignity, respect, community, and quality of life for those
who built our community into what it is today.
Your Legacy gift will ensure a home of care and compassion for our
loved ones, perhaps for ourselves and for our children.
Please Join Us!
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JEWISH EDUCATION THROUGH
TORAH (JET)
JET Ottawa is a dynamic outreach organization dedicated to providing engaging
classes and inspiring Jewish experiences. Through personal relationships with
our friendly and accessible JET staff, Jewish young and old, highly affiliated and
not affiliated at all, receive support, encouragement and information to enhance
their Jewish journey.
Our participants feel a living and vibrant relationship with Judaism beyond borders. They range from
college students and young professionals to young families all the way to grandparents. Those who
attend JET programs develop into proud Jews with a lifelong passion for personal and communal
growth, a thirst for ongoing study, and a strong moral compass. Many of our participants have moved
on to influence, inspire, enthuse, enrich and transform the Ottawa Jewish Community and beyond.

Our legacy donors are people like you who believe in:
• An outreach program that knows no age restriction, no
background limitations and is there for ALL Jews.
• Keeping the soul of Judaism vibrant for every Jew.
• Providing a haven to those Jews who are not yet closely
affiliated with the Jewish community and also for those who are
already connected but want to strengthen their understanding
of Judaism.
Please Join Us!
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JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES
DIGNITY I KINDNESS I COMPASSION
We believe that everyone deserves to be treated this way.
For 40 years, you have been our partner, using these values to guide us as we
serve those who need it most. When we see homelessness, domestic abuse,
mental illness, or people living precariously because of unstable incomes, you are with us, ready to
guide our neighbors from crisis to calm, from anguish to awareness, and from isolation to connection.
We work with complex, long-term issues that require on-going investments in time and resources.
Regardless, you trust us to identify the needs of our community and with ingenuity to develop
programs that make a difference - guiding people to stability and health.
JFS represents the Jewish values of tzedakah and tikkun olam to our broader Ottawa community and
our clients, many of whom are not Jewish.
Our Legacy donors are people just like you who believe that JFS must be a welcoming home where
neighbours can reach out for help and receive it unconditionally.
Your Legacy gift will ensure that the Jewish community will always provide for the most vulnerable
among us.
Please Join Us!
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JEWISH FEDERATION OF OTTAWA
The Jewish Federation of Ottawa is committed to helping each and every Jew
live their best Jewish life.
Federation funds, leads, unites, cares and nurtures the Jewish community. We
connect lives and enhance Jewish experiences for all, while respecting diversity
and uniqueness. We meet you. We welcome you.
The Federation is dedicated to advancing and promoting an exceptional quality of Jewish life in Ottawa
that is inclusive and accessible. We are guided by the core values of Torah, chesed (loving kindness),
k’lal Yisrael (Jewish peoplehood), tzedakah and tikkun olam (repairing the world), as well as an enduring
affinity and support for the Jewish State of Israel.
Our work provides communal oversight that crosses all boundaries and unites a strong and vibrant
community, guaranteeing that everyone’s needs, big and small, are planned for and met. We will leave
no one behind. In so doing, one of Federation’s greatest assets is our adaptability and the holistic
nature of the funding we provide to community organizations. In an unpredictable future, Federation’s
financial support to community organizations has proven invaluable for decades and legacy donors can
be an enduring part of this legacy.
Our Legacy donors are individuals like you who care about the
Jewish community and want to guarantee that Jewish Ottawa
thrives so we can promise our children, grandchildren and
generations to come that they too will enjoy meaningful Jewish
lives.
You can demonstrate your love, devotion and connection to our
community and our future by making a Legacy gift today.
Please Join Us!
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JEWISH MEMORIAL GARDENS
Jewish Memorial Gardens honors our ancestors. We provide a place of solemnity
and tranquility, where visitors can pay respects to their loved ones and we ensure that
everyone in the Jewish Community will have a place to rest in peace and dignity.
The care and dignity of our deceased is a central value in Jewish tradition. This
mitzvah, Kavod Hamet, is a mitzvah that is pure — knowing that the recipient can
never repay us in kind. This mitzvah is so important to Jewish life that in each new Jewish community, the first
institution to be created is a cemetery to provide the varied halachic needs of our community members with
compassion and caring at the most difficult of times for families.
The grounds connect us to our ancestors and provide us with places to observe a key precept of our Jewish
tradition, that of honouring our parents. Many of us visit regularly to reflect and to remember those of our family
and friends who are no longer with us. Even in these days of increasing secularism, at time of death, many unaffiliated members of our community return to their roots by being buried in a Jewish cemetery. Jewish Memorial
Gardens also serves as a point of return for our children and grandchildren, who may now live in other cities.
Sadly, in many cities around the world, including in North America, cemeteries have deteriorated to the point
where they are either closed, or are unsafe to visit. Part of JMG’s mandate has always been to keep costs to the
community as low as possible, however, the price of maintaining the properties continues to increase, and that
maintenance has to continue at a high level forever. The cemeteries have served as a cornerstone for the
community, and it is vital that they are maintained well into the future.
You may be descended from a historic community family with dozens of relatives in the cemeteries, or you may
be relatively new to Ottawa, but wish to eventually be buried in a respectful and dignified manner in a traditional
Jewish cemetery. Perhaps we assisted you at time of need when a loved one passed away. Whether you are
affiliated or unaffiliated, Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, or other, we will be here to care for you and your family.
Our Legacy donors are people, just like you, who want to perform Gemilut Hasadim (acts of loving kindness) for
ancestors and descendants of family and friends in perpetuity.
Your Legacy gift will honor those who have passed as well as offer comfort to the community that there will
always be a safe, beautiful and peaceful place to rest among the Jewish Community.
Please Join Us!
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KEHILLAT BETH ISRAEL
Kehillat Beth Israel is a sacred community where people join together to pray
and to learn, to celebrate and be celebrated, to comfort and be comforted.
Guided by dedicated clergy and lay leaders, our services inspire meaningful
prayer, with all participating equally. At KBI, lives are enriched through Torah
study, music and educational programs as well as connecting with friends at
morning minyan breakfast, Shabbat kiddush, and family simchas. The shul offers
a warm and nurturing environment where together we experience the rhythms and rituals of the
Jewish calendar and changing seasons.
In our all too often divided world, KBI is a sanctuary, a safe and inviting environment where congregants
take care of each other and make lasting and meaningful relationships. We’re invested in the well-being
of the entire community, providing for people who are most in need with our Kosher Food Bank while
creating opportunities for all of us to come together in shared purpose.
Shul is the place where we sat with our parents and grandparents
and recited the Shema. It is where we saw our children gather on
the Bimah to belt out Adon Olam and where we proudly watched
our family members feel the profound love of the community at their
B’nai Mitzvah or under the chuppah. And just as we were privileged
to have these experiences, we want to make sure that generations
more have the same opportunities. In these and so many other ways,
our legacy donors are making a promise to our children, grandchildren
and generations to come that they will have a thriving Jewish community to embrace and enrich their lives as Jews.
We invite you to include KBI in your will as a beautiful way to
demonstrate your dedication and connection to our congregation,
to our community, and to our future.
Please Join Us!
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As our ancestors planted
for us, so do we plant
for future generations.
~Ta’anit 23a Talmud

OTTAWA JEWISH COMMUNITY SCHOOL
Since 1949, the Ottawa Jewish Community School has been a cornerstone of
Jewish life in Ottawa. We develop leaders and active members of the Ottawa Jewish
community who contribute to Jewish life and to the quality of life in Ottawa in an
extremely significant manner. We create leaders of Jewish organizations, schools and
synagogues, all of which flourish as a result. Jewish leadership requires Jewish leaders
who know how to lead – not just asJews, but according to Jewish values.
We welcome students of all Jewish backgrounds and bring them together to learn with and from each other,
fostering a true sense of respect for k lal yisrael. We take seriously our mission to provide Ottawa’s Jewish
community with a rigorous, high-quality, innovative education guided by six North Stars.
1. We own our own learning. We write our own story.
2. There’s a floor here – but no ceiling. We expect a rigorous private
school floor for each grade, but no limits to a child’s potential.
3. We learn better together.
4. Ruach (joyfulness / spirit)
5. We are always on inspiring Jewish journeys.
6. Each person is responsible for the other
We are proud of the exciting and innovative learning environment that
our students enjoy. They don’t simply learn from a textbook; they actively
engage in bringing that knowledge to life. Our students print kiddush cups in a 3-D printer, spend time
following their passions during “genius hour”, take after school art classes taught in French, and have even
created an experiential escape room entirely in Hebrew. Our middle school students participate in a multiday
retreat each fall at Camp B’nai Brith of Ottawa, learning that education extends beyond the classroom, involving
interpersonal connection and team building. This is no typical education; this is an education that prepares our
students for a life of intellectual curiosity.
Our legacy donors are people, just like you, who believe that a strong Jewish Day School education is the
foundation for the leadership of a community and that it is every person’s responsibility to support it. Your
Legacy gift will count you amongst those who believe in the educational experience that we provide and the
impact it has on Ottawa’s Jewish future.
Every Jewish person is the pillar upon
which the future of Judaism rests.
Please Join Us!
~ Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
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OTTAWA TORAH CENTRE CHABAD
(OTC)
There is a special, warm feeling that people experience when they enter OTC,
whether for the first time or on a regular basis; whether for a Shabbat service or
to attend a program. OTC exudes a non-judgmental and welcoming embrace,
serving every Jew in the nation’s capital with unconditional love regardless of
their background or affiliation.
Over twenty years ago, a seed was planted in a quiet Barrhaven neighbourhood and it has blossomed
into an important pillar of Jewish continuity in Ottawa. OTC has developed into a thriving multi-faceted
organization that provides innovative programs, where everyone can have a meaningful Jewish
experience that is intellectually, emotionally, culturally and socially satisfying and inspiring. OTC
rekindles and invigorates that special holy spark that lies within every single Jew to reinforce the bond
of identification with, and love for, G-d, Torah and Israel.
At the core of our efforts is a desire to ensure Jewish continuity through increasing Jewish pride,
knowledge, and commitment. Through our full array of inclusive, creative, educational and social
programs, as well as our Synagogue and Hebrew School services, OTC engages people of all ages and
backgrounds, including those who may feel disconnected from their Jewish community and roots,
providing them with meaningful Jewish experiences.
By becoming an OTC Legacy donor you will:
• Ensure that OTC can continue strengthening Jewish identity,
unity and commitment into the next generation and beyond.
• Help us bring our warm spiritual and uplifting approach to an
expanded circle of participants who will experience the joy of
Jewish life at OTC.
• Ensure a bright Jewish future for our community.
Please Join Us!
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SOLOWAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTRE
We connect, enrich and inspire more than 9,000 people each month
The heart of our Jewish community, the Soloway JCC is where the values and
heritage of Judaism are the foundation of all we do. In a safe and nurturing
environment, we promote wellness, enrich lives, and serve as a place of belonging where you build
lifelong relationships and create enduring family memories.
At the Soloway JCC we promote pluralism and embrace diversity – valuing the difference of others –
building accepting and inclusive communities. We are a place where people from all walks of life come
together to form warm, friendly relationships by collectively taking part in our broad landscape of
programs and services.
Our Legacy donors are people like you who want to perpetuate a vibrant Jewish community for future
generations.
Your Legacy gift will ensure that there is always a welcoming place
that encourages wellness, celebrates Jewish culture, and inspires
engagement at every age and ability.
Please join those of us who have already committed to the future of
the Soloway Jewish Community Centre!
Please Join Us!
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TAMIR
Tamir is the sole organization in Ottawa dedicated to ensuring people with developmental disabilities live with dignity and respect within a framework of Jewish values.
Whether individuals live semi-independently needing only a few hours of support per
week or are highly vulnerable having a variety of complex medical needs requiring
around the clock support, 365 days per year, we ensure each person has the care and
support they require. People have opportunities for personal growth and community involvement through
volunteer work, employment, recreation and other meaningful roles in their community.
We ensure individuals live in kosher homes, have opportunities to belong to and participate in synagogue life,
achieve Bar/Bat Mitzvah and other milestones, observe and celebrate the major Jewish holidays alongside
family and friends and live fully inclusive Jewish lives.
When we relieve parents of their constant responsibilities as caregivers we enable them to cope better. When
their children are well cared for and succeed, they too are more likely to thrive as fully engaged, contributing
members of our community. When we assist Jewish families, we strengthen the integrity and enrich the fabric of
our Jewish community. Everyone benefits.
The question that weighs most heavily on parents of children with
developmental disabilities is “what will happen to my child when I am gone”.
The Government of Ontario provides for only basic needs and coverage of
escalating costs is precarious.
With your support, we can respond to families with confidence that our
most vulnerable will receive the quality care and support they require today
and for generations.
As the only organization in our Jewish community dedicated to this cause,
if we don’t respond, no-one else will. Our legacy donors are people like you
who want to ensure our most vulnerable are well cared for and have every
opportunity to live full Jewish lives within our Tamir family and in the mainstream of our community.
You can demonstrate your support for this vital community resource we all cherish by making a Legacy gift today!
Please Join Us!
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Temple Israel

TEMPLE ISRAEL
Temple Israel is a home for families of all configurations, for individuals whose life
choices are varied and for all age groups. What unites us is a personal commitment
to pursue the sacred in a community of likeminded Jews built on the foundations of a
house of prayer, study and assembly. For over 50 years we have grown from a handful of
visionary families to become a thriving synagogue. We are the destination and voice for
Reform liberal Judaism in Ottawa.

We are a warm, inclusive and dynamic community. We respect the ideals of our tradition while embracing new
and creative interpretations to keep our Jewish tradition meaningful and relevant today and for generations to
come.
We are a spiritual family. We celebrate holidays and life cycle events, raise our voices in song and prayer, study
Torah and ancient texts, join hands to support Israel, explore our Jewish identities and care for one another in
times of challenge and loss. For so many of us, the most meaningful moments of our lives are inextricably interwoven with our Temple family. Together we build friendships across generations to sustain a vibrant community.
We hold an unwavering commitment to lifelong Jewish education. We guide
our children to become mensches, “decent, honest and responsible” and
leaders of tomorrow. We study Jewish traditions and customs, pray with
music and joy, form close friendships, and integrate our Jewish values as we
navigate the world.
We have a strong connection to social action. With an emphasis on righteousness, justice and equality in society at large, we strive to foster Shalom
(peace) and Tikkun Olam (repairing the world) in an increasingly fractured
world. Temple is the hub from which we live our Jewish values by engaging in
activities to improve the broader community in which we live.
Our legacy donors are people like you, who love and treasure our Jewish
traditions, who share strong bonds created at Temple Israel and who want our children, grandchildren and
generations to come to be enriched by a strong and thriving Reform synagogue in the heart of Ottawa.
Please Join Us as we build on our past by looking forward to the future.
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TORAH DAY SCHOOL OF OTTAWA
Today’s children are the future of our community. At Torah Day, this idea drives
us -- to ensure we provide our students with the tools they need to serve as
future Jewish leaders. As the only Orthodox day school in Ottawa, we are
committed to serving all of our community’s Jewish children - regardless of
their background or religious lifestyle.
For over 20 years we have been inspiring children and young adults who go on to become Jewish
community leaders. We are the backbone of the community, instilling Jewish pride, a love of being
Jewish and continuity for a Jewish future. Our school is an integral part of Ottawa’s Jewish
infrastructure and many families and community leaders are drawn to Ottawa because of Torah Day.
Our values, based upon Torah and tradition, are at the core of everything that we do – and visible on
a daily basis at school and beyond. When our children visit Hillel Lodge or host an intergenerational
event - our values are on display. When our education inspires the students to appreciate Shabbat
each week - we know we are fulfilling our mandate. When our graduates serve as Jewish leaders on
university campuses or volunteer on Federation boards - we can see our success. When we gather on
winter Saturday nights for a parent/child learning program and attendance tops one hundred
participants - we know our future is more secure.
Our supporters are people who understand and appreciate Torah
Day’s role as a Jewish anchor for our community, now and in the
future. Please consider joining our community of donors - parents,
grandparents, alumnus and community leaders - who appreciate the
anchor to tradition that Torah Day represents. Our Legacy Society is
about the future -- the future of our children and the future of
Ottawa’s Jewish community.
For more information, please contact Rabbi Boruch Perton at
rabbi.perton@torahday.ca
Please Join Us!

Every individual is a pillar upon which
the future of Judaism rests
~ Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
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Be remembered forever by these Jewish
organizations with a gift in your will,
retirement account or life insurance policy.
Ottawa LIFE & LEGACY Community Partners


     
  

Temple Israel

To learn more about how to create your Jewish legacy, contact
Micah Garten, Director of Development,
The Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation,
613-798-4696 x270 | mgarten@jewishottawa.comm
21 Nadolny Sachs Private, Ottawa, On., K2A 1R9

OJCF.CA/LIFE-LEGACY

WHY PARTICIPATE?
In one way or another your life is rooted in Jewish experiences connecting you to the Jewish community.
Chances are you already support Jewish charitable organizations in Ottawa, but have you included these
organizations in your will or estate plan? By leaving a legacy, you can assure that the traditions and
institutions that mean so much to you today will exist for future generations.
By making a legacy commitment you can:
• Convey your commitment to being Jewish.
• Express values instilled in you by your parents and grandparents.
• Perpetuate the Jewish traditions you cherish.
• Preserve the programs and organizations that support Jewish
		 life in Ottawa.
By making your legacy commitment now, or sharing with the community that you have already done so,
those organizations to whom you make a legacy commitment have the opportunity to secure a
$5K USD incentive grant.

HOW DO I PARTICIPATE?
All of us, regardless of age, wealth or affiliation,
have the ability to leave a legacy.
Your legacy gift of any size can be customized and
structured to fit your dreams, lifestyle, family and
financial needs. You can provide support for a
particular organization or area of interest.
Leaving a legacy is simple. Some options include:

• Gift in a will
• Gift of life insurance
• Gift of retirement funds
• Gift of cash or assets

WHAT ARE MY
NEXT STEPS?
1.

Reflect on your Jewish passions.

2.

Contact one of the participating
		 organizations.

3.

Have a follow-up conversation with
a Legacy Team Member.

4.

Fill out the Letter of Intent form.

5.

If necessary, formalize your
commitment by consulting with a
financial or legal advisor.

		

		
		

Please consult your professional adviser or Micah Garten, Director of Development,
to determine which method of legacy giving is best for you.

Letter of Intent
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Our Promise
In keeping with Jewish tradition and an abiding commitment to my/our community, I/we wish to share
my/our legacy with others. I/We sign this declaration in order to provide for future generations and assure continuity
of services and programs in Jewish Ottawa.

Please choose one:
m I/We have already included a legacy gift for the Jewish community in my/our will or estate plan.
m I/We will leave a legacy gift and will formalize my/our gift within ______ months (maximum 1 year).
Donor Name(s)____________________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) of Birth____________________________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone_ __________________________________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________________________________

I/We understand that this legacy gift will be placed in a permanent endowment fund by the organizations selected.
It is my/our desire that the following community partner organization(s) benefit from our gift:
m Camp B’nai Brith

m Jewish Memorial Gardens

m Tamir

m		Congregation Machzikei Hadas

m Kehillat Beth Israel

m Temple Israel

m		Hillel Lodge LTC Foundation

m Ottawa Jewish Community 		

m Torah Day School of Ottawa

m JET

School

m Jewish Family Services

m Ottawa Torah Centre Chabad

m Jewish Federation of Ottawa

m Soloway Jewish Community Centre

m Other___________________________
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Optional:
My/our gift to the Jewish community will be completed through:
m Gift in Will

m Gift from Retirement Plan Assets

m Gift of Life Insurance

m Other (please specify) __________________________________________________________________________
The approximate value of my/our gift will be $ _________________________________________ or ____________%.
Please choose one:
m I/We give permission to include my/our name(s) in a LIFE & LEGACY honour roll to inspire and encourage others.
It should appear as _____________________________________________________________________________
m I/We prefer to remain anonymous.

Donor Signature(s) __________________________________________________________ Date __________________

This declaration of intent is not a legal obligation and may be changed at donor’s discretion.

Please complete and return this form
to the community partner or to:
Micah Garten, Director of Development,
The Ottawa Jewish Community Foundation,
21 Nadolny Sachs Private, Ottawa, On., K2A 1R9

Wealth may last a lifetime.
A legacy of good deeds lasts forever.



     
  

Temple Israel

